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A revolutionary and hopeful appearance at depression as a silent epidemic in men that manifests as workaholism,
alcoholism, rage, problems with intimacy, and abusive behavior by the cofounder of Harvard’ And these escape attempts
only hurt the people males love and move their condition on to their children.Two decades of experience treating men
and their own families has convinced psychotherapist Terrence True that depression is a silent epidemic in men—are
actually attempts to escape melancholy.s “un-manliness. He mixes penetrating evaluation with compelling tales of his
patients and even his very own experiences with unhappiness as the boy of a violent, depressed father and the daddy of
two youthful sons. Problems that we think about as typically male— Real reveals how males can unearth their pain, heal
themselves, restore romantic relationships, and break the legacy of misuse.that men hide their condition from family,
friends, and themselves to avoid the stigma of depression’s Gender Research Project. This groundbreaking book may be
the “pathway out of darkness” these men and their families seek.problems with intimacy, workaholism, alcoholism,
abusive behavior, and rage—”
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Was your childhood family messed up?. For just about any men raised in a hard home this book is definitely a treasure
map for locating the reward of healing. Good for ladies in understanding the men they love This is an extremely helpful
book about understanding some of the men we love - including brothers and fathers. YOU DESERVE IT! Outstanding Book
on Anger and Depression Terry Real’s book, I Don't Wish to Talk About It, has been around since 1998. I'd recommend
there are various misdiagnosed men who have to address prior trauma and do not have a clue about it.I've
recommended this book to numerous men and especially any counselor or pastor who works with men. A must read I am
currently scanning this book and I wish I had browse it years ago. This is essential READ for women or men that are
married to guys that they suspect may have struggles with depression, anger, addiction etc. My therapist recommended
reading some of Terrence Real's composing/interviews on grandiosity vs. If you really love someone, you help them
encounter their issues; Their transition from attachment to independence and emotional competence is by no means
resolved. In case you are actually considering this book, you probably actually need it. I wish I had heard of it years
earlier. Anyone coping with a depressed person should read it.Terry requires a Trauma Informed look at guys and their
childhood development. One might gain a sense of solidarity from hearing the people and their problems, but this lacked
any prescriptive or explanatory depth. He clarifies why it retains us back. I came across much of this book incredibly
disturbing as I know inside me that what he says holds true, that those depths inside me should be explored and
overcome and released- somehow.Browse this if you want to break the dark spell on your life, and protect your children
and family from the same. There's some valuable details here. I've read them all, and this publication is hands-down the
best guide about unhappiness in men I've found. It's nice to have some rationale to take action. When it comes to
understanding covert depression, Terry is i'm all over this.and I don't be prepared to look for a better book on this
subject, I've stopped looking. This book's author KNOWS the unique shame that is included with being a depressed
man.Spoiler alert: this reserve can make you look at yourself to examine the causes of your melancholy and ways to get
out of it, but not a single step of this journey is easy or a miracle. In my own recovery from my addiction There is I had
to avoid the addiction/ activity before anything useful could be accomplished in my own life. Finally, this reserve tackles
unhealthy male stereotypes and tendencies that get us into problems, sickness, or into an early grave.DON'T LET Major
depression SHAME YOU OUT OF LIVING A COMPLETE, HAPPY Lifestyle.If western medicine is along with the male
depression issue than why do men exceed women in suicide nearly 4 to at least one 1? Why are there so many psychotic
meds available from your doctor? I just found out it after using his publication, THE BRAND NEW Rules of Relationship,
for couples as bibliotherapy, but that’s another story and excellent book.In the event that you, like me, always hated
those terms like "toxic masculinity" and "vulnerability" and thought emotions are for weaklings who can't get
outcomes, and that SJWs or libs were just using those terms as a way to control males -Terry Real explains these things
in a way that's not patronizing nor shaming. He concludes that guys are denied their mom’s support at a critical time in
their development: when they are trained to “be a man” by their fathers and the encompassing culture. you do not
enable. Great publication!His thesis is that guys are left vunerable to depression that's often suppressed right into a
covert form. Mostly of the feelings allowed easily expressed by men is anger. It's going to take some time to get brand-
new bearings after this. Research centered?And the book functions as bibliotherapy, to tease out all those suppressed
emotions from males in therapy. Men can easily recognize with Terry’s personal story and approach.. Looking back on
what covert depression might have been at the root of all best and worst stuff I've completed in my life, at the expense
of relationship throughout everything. Anger, powered by deprivation maternal attachment into unhappiness, explodes
outward into rage, often directed at women. Take a breather. I've read all of them, and this book is hands-down the very
best guide about despair in men I've found.Terry is an excellent writer and believes passionately in his Emotional
Focused Therapy want approach to helping men. I recommend it as something special to . shame. It softened my attitude
and that, in and of itself, helped me be less hyper-vigilant and touchy. I pulled back and he softened as well. Backing off
is usually a good strategy.. Insights Into Misery, And Hope Figuratively speaking, this book saved my life. It helped me
understand what I had suspected for so long, what I had resided with for such a long time. Before its time yet timeless
Sheds new light on despair in guys and its far-reaching, terrible impact on us and the ones all around us.. Once you open
this reserve, you will recognize you are not suffering alone. Because of this, it’s the only Audible book I've returned



dissatisfied. There exists a lot of dilemma still about treatment of non chemical addictions, such as for example sex
addiction. Terry Real will abide by that but emphasizes that is just the first rung on the ladder, and beyond this 'there
lye tigers'. Monsters, in the deep dark haunted depths below, where the man must head to slay his dragons Or at least
arrive to some sort of conditions with them. My problem is definitely that unlike her book, which uses illustrations and
then EXPLAINS the moral of the tale to you, this seemed like wall to wall accounts of therapy sessions with very little
insight added. And he does it all in a manner that resonates deeply with any man that has felt this way, and will probably
resonate with people who've had a man like this within their lives.. Nonetheless it just feels really overwhelming. If
you're in the early levels of recovery end up being well warned. It was so compelling I purchased this book. Fantastic
book I'm a guy in my past due 30s who's struggled with anger & sadness my entire life. I've been in therapy for awhile
today and it's been just massive. This is a life changer for me personally. But anecdotally, it's useful. a choice for
looking at the topic Well written however in an extremely personal perspective. I've not been disappointed. Therapy
session transcipts, but little explanation or prescription I listened to the Audible version of this book, after hearing
approximately his function in Esther Perel’s fantastic “Condition of Affairs”. The discussions of the added burdens of
carried unhappiness and shame that people might carry from our parents only increases what already feels
overwhelming. I’m not a dummy, but I’m also not a therapist and can’t contextualize what his points are simply from
notes on a program - it could be nice if he would generalize things for the reader a bit. Any non compound addiction
should be treated like alcoholic beverages or substances for the reason that use must cease completely before recovery
can start. He explains why we feel the way we do and what it can to us and the people all around us.Males are
admonished by the tradition that “guys don’t cry,” “your mom will switch you into a sissy boy,” or worse, they are
admonished by their peers for being “gay” or a “girly boy” when showing feelings. Most likely not so much. Groundshaking
and disturbing I've browse many books about depressive disorder and psychoanalysis and addiction. Life changing This
book broke me open. Great book! I recommend it as something special to all your family members and to read for
yourself. Purchase multiple copies because you'll want everyone to read it. Can help you not really justify behaviors but
understand the primary cause of them. I have recommended it to every man I understand Life hanging book! I've
recommended it to every guy I know. Terry is definitely a tad political and ventures down some paths, a little too far, to
create a point but his insight and analysis are on point. It is very well crafted and engaging and as a female I learned a
lot - hopefully to be beneficial to others.
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